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Srioiii i 1'ii- Background and Scope of Project

Preliminary investigations using y-ray spectromeLry and a- and

ß-particles counting of tin tailings, indicated a high degree of radioactivity.

Therefore it was proposed to investigate more closely the possibility of any

radiation health hazard due to whole body exposure i'.i tin mining industry in

West Malaysia. As measurement of external radiation is only one part of

the radiological monitoring programme in mines and the meeting of the OECD/

NEA held in Canada (October 1976) reported that the extent of radon

concentration in non-uranium underground metal mines is quite significant,

it was decided to include in the investigation the measurement of radon'

and radon daughters in the underground tin mines of West Malaysia. This

programme ot monitoring radioactivity in the tin mining industry is possibly

the first and only work of the kind carried out so far.

The scope of the project is as fo'lows:

(L) Preliminary studies to identify potentially hazardous areas.

(2) Measurement of external radiation levels in various tin mines

(open-cast and drtdge) and among upgrading plants.

(3) Analysis in the laboratory of samples collected (on and soil

samples obtained from mines, and processed ores anU by-products

from amang plants and smelting company) to determine the

concentration of
") \ ')

Th and U.

(4) Measurement of external radiaton levels and radon and radon

daughters concentration in underground tin mines.

Experimental Mc-t'iod

External radiation I tve ls measurement in the opi n - ras t ,iiid dredge

mines and anung upgrading p \ jn tb W T e carried out using a porl.i- ' t-
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contamination monitor (Brand PCM5) with a dual phosphor probe (Brand DP2R),

which measures Y activity and Y plus 3 activities. For the underground

mines, a ß-y dose/doserate meter (Brand model 0500/297, which gives dose

in mRad and doserate in mRad/h) and a Brand PDRI doserate meter (which

gives doserate in pRad/h) were also used for external radiation levels

measurement.

The oven-dried samples collected from the mines and upgrading

plants were placed in a flat bottom polythene dish which fitted over the

top of a CeI,i detet'Lor (Philip). The Y~sPuctrd were recorded using a

1024 channels pulse height analysers (model TN1705, Tracor-Northern).

The shielding consists of 2 inch of steel surrounded with 4 in of lead.

The radon was collected in argon gas chamber, a metullic

c<fy I indrical chamber with a plastic top and of volume 95 C1C., by operating

an Eberline regulated air sampler (RAS-I) at the rate of 10 £/min. A

ten-minute count of the a-activity of the filtered air was made after a

counting delay of more than 3 hours with an alpha scintillation probe

(Brand ASP-2A) connected to a sealer timer (Brand ST6). The radon

concentration is calculated using the equation

"Rn

The radon daughters" were sampled at a rate of 10 H/min, for 5

minutes onto :i high-efficiency filter paper and, after a delay of 40 minutes,

the a-activity on the filter was measured using a scintillation a counter

(Brand SAC-M. Both modified Tsivoglon and modified Kusnetz methods were

adopted for measuring the radon daughter working level and the concentration

of RaA, KnB and RaC.

Results Obtai.ied

(a) Survey Studies

The preliminary survey studies indicated that none of the operating

tin mines is situated in zones of high radioactive counts. The closest

that is found is Hing Fatt Tin Mining Kongsi (open—cast mine) which is

situated in 2 zone with a recorded radioactivity count of 3.1 units.

(b) Extarnjt Radiation Level Measurement

The readings of the external radiation level measurement of both

the open-cast and dredge mines (Hing Fatt mine and Kinta KeIlas mine) are

as low as the background count (< 1 ct/sec) which is itself negligible

within statistical error. Only in areat where monazites and Kenotinie are
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piled is the radioactivity readings significantly high (200 cts/sec and

110 cts/sec respectively). Even zircon, another major constituent of

amang gives reading of 18 cts/sec only. The cassiterite and ilmenite

pilings give practically zero reading. The background reading of the

general area of zircon upgrading plant (B.E.H. minerals plant) is about

7 cts/sec, and readings correspond to the different stages of the upgrading

of the zircon vary from 18 cts/sec to 60 cts/sec. The final bagged zircon

ready for export gives a reading of 2k cts/sec.

(c) Gamma Spectra Analysis of Samples

The Y spectra of the samples shew varying contribution from
OO 'J "} "} f\ 7 "̂  ft

"Th and Ra (or thereof its parent U). The specific photopeaks are

easily identifiable when compared with the y spectra of sealed point
2 }2 22ft

sources of Th and Ra. The specific intensity (counts/sec/gro) of

some of the photopeaks for some selected samples are listed in Table 1

without correcting for the response of the QeLi detector. In the table

is listed only all t, ose samples which have significantly high Y counts

and a few typical low-count tin-mine samples. The photopeak intensities
ry ̂  ij n n f

(in counts/sec) of the point sources of Th and Ra are also listed

in the same table for comparison. The figures show the y spectra of two

high-count samples (i.e. monazite and zircon). Major y energies and the

radionuclides are indicated in the figures. Samples collected at different

sites of Hing Fatt and Kinta Kellas mines show very low y activity, excepting

samples which are collected from the amang dumps. Even this is low when

compared with y activities of samples collected from monuzite and xenotime

pilings. The slag samples collected from Uatuk Keramat Smelling plant show

activities comparable to that of the amang dumps. It is only in monazite

and xenotime constituents of the amang that significantly high y-activities

are observed. Rough calculation indicates that 100 gm of the monazite

sample has a y activity which is equivalent to about 25 times that of a
232 1 226

1 gCi Th point source plus about -^r times that of a 5 pCi Ra point

source, and 100 gm of the xenotime sample has a y activity which is
232

equivalent to about t> times that of a 1 yCl Th point source plus about
I 7 ?*S

-T^ times that of a 5 yCi " Ra point source. The bagged zircon sample

ready for export has low y-activity.

(d) Radon and Radon Daughters Measurement in Underground Mines

The external radiation level measurement inside both the underground

mines (Kaki Bukit and Syarikat Fahang Consolidated) is almost as low as the

background count (1 ct/sec). The background reading of the doserate for

both the underground mines Is 15 uR/h. The doserate reading inside Kaki

Bukit mine is the same as the background while that of Syarikat Pahang

Consolidated gives an average of about 20 yR/h.
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Table 1: Specific Gamma Photopeak Intensities of Samples of Tin
Ore and Byproducts

Sample Specific Photopeak Intensity (Count/sec/gm)

Location/Description

Hing Fatt Tin Mining
Kongsi

Fine amang plus ore
mixture
Ore mixture from
palong
Loam from pump site

KinCa KeI las Mine/
Upgrading Plant

Sand with cassiterite
Mixture from top of
palong
llmenite ore
Zircon ore
Monazite
Xenotime

B. E. H. Minerals Plant

Initial zircon ore
Middle zircon ore
Final zircon for
export

I Uatuk Keramat Smelting
Plant

First slag
Final slag
Cassiterite ore

Radium-226 source
(5 (JCi)
Thorium-232 source
(I uCi)

Radium-226 Photopeaks

0.35 MeV

0.021

0.014

0.0018

0.0086
0.0007

0.0016
0.107
0.44
0.88

0.13
0.16

• 0.099

0.018
0.064
0.0027

1280

0.61 MeV

0.013

0.0090

0.0010

0.0047
0.0004

0.0009
0.067
0.25
0.55

0.076
0.084
0.063

0.011
0.039
0.0018

685

Thorium-232 Photopeaks

0.24 MeV

0.12

0.055

0.0035

0.029
0.0017

0.0037
0.131
2.91
0.81

0.50
0.40
0.072

0.026
0.120
0.0073

12.5

0.58 MeV

0.029

0. 013

0.0008

0.0064
0.0003

0.0007
0.025
0.82
0.16

0.11
0.090
0.012

0.0054
0.025
0.0018

2.54

4
The count-rate of radon in both sites of Syarikat Pahang

Consolidated mine (Appendix I» are so low (about 1.4 ct/min and 1 ct/min

respectively) that using the recommended 10 mins counting time leads to

high statistical error in the count-rates measured (25% to 50% error).

Mor«.' importantly, the count-rate is consistently less than half the

background count-rate (3.57 cts/min)! It is thus meaningless to proceed

further in the determination of radon concentration by obtaining the true

count-rate for substitution into the radon concentration equation. The

data obtained for the modified TsivogloU and modified Kusnerz methods of
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determining the radon daughter concentration for the 2 sites are as listed

in Table 2. As can be seen from the table, the count^rate is in general

slightly below the background rate of the same location, thus no further

calculation is done in determining the W.L. and radon daughters concentra-

tion. It is suspected that high humidity at the collection site (100%

relative humidity) is the factor affecting the results of both i.adon and

radon daughters measurement. On testing (Table 3) it is found that humidity

does have a much greater effect on the radon measurement but has practically

no effect on radon daughters measurement.

Table 2

I
Site

1

2

Background
count-rate
(5 min.)

54

36

Data for modified Tsivogloft method

h

13

15

1S

33

31

1O

39

30

T20

141

134

1Zl

152

142

1SO

218

198

Data i'or modified
Kusnetz method

I39

282

253

'41

296

273

Note: (i) l refers to the number of counts registered on the counter

n minutes from the time of insertion of the filter paper

into the counter.

(ii) The background counts were determined separately (see

Appendix I).

Table 3

Effect on radon measurement

Number of counts using ambient air = 569
Number of counts using moist air = 228

(3000 sees)
(3000 sees)

Effect on radon daughter measurement

Number of counts using i^abient air = 109
Number of counts using moist air = 103

(600 sees)
(600 sees)
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Conclusions

The low reading of the external radiation level of all the 3

ty;.cs of mines investigated (open-cast, dredge and underground) and the
900 9 30

insignificantly low contribution of radioactive Th and U in the

Y~ray spectra of the tin ore cassiterite samples lead us to believe that

in general there is no radiation exposure hazard associated with the tin

mining industry in West Malaysia. The only likely source that might pose

as an external radiation hazard is the araang upgrading plant. This is

indicated in the high reading of the external radiation level of the

mouazites and xenotime pilings and also in the y-spectra analysis of the

2 samples concerned, which shows a substantial amount of radioactive

Th and U present. As the a ma tig upgrading process invariably

concentrates one or both of these radioactive isotopes in (.he final

products, the product pilings (i.e. monazites and xenotimes) may possibly

pose as a radiation hazard to workers who are constantly handling or near

the ores. A quantitative and thorough measure of exposure and doserate

in the amang upgrading industry is thus necessary to determine the degree

of hazard.

As the count-rate for radon daughter determination is not much

affected by humidity and the fact that the count-rates obtained are very

close to the background rate, within the limit of detection it is safe

to conclude that there is no radon daughters present in the underground

mine visited.

Although our test shows that radon determination is strongly

affected by humidity, since the radon count-rates obtained are about three

times less than the background, it may safely be concluded that no

significant amounts of radon is present in the underground mine visited.

Even though no reference has been made to the effect of humidity

on the determination of radon and radon daughters concentration in the

literature surveyed, it is recommended that for futher work some device

for drying the air be attached at the intake of the air sampler.

Paper published on work done under the contract

Gamma counting on samples of tin ore and amang byproducts;

C.S. Chong, S.J. Hu & S. Subas. Warta Geologi, Vol.4, No.3,

May-June 1978. (A copy is attached).
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3. Samples collected from both the underground mines have not been

included. This is due to the malfunctioning of the GeLi detector

in our laboratory. Nonetheless from the external radiation level

readings, it can be quite certain that there will be very Httle
2 32 2 3ft

amount of Th and U contribution in the samples.

4. As there is no electrical power points to operate the air sampler

and alpha scintillation counter, no measurement of radon and radon

daughters is made inside Kaki Bukit Mine.

HSJ/lsh
21.3.79



APPENDIX I

Visit to Syarikat Pahang Consolidated, Bhd.
at Sungei Lambing

1. Introduction

This min« WM chosen as it IB by far the largest underground
tin win« in Malaysia. Our main purpose was to determine the
concentration of radon and radon daughter productions underground.

Period of Visit

14th and 15th February, 1979.

2. Selection of Site

The underground mine covered a vast area connected by some
3OO miles of underground railway. It was clear that we could not
cover the entire area in the time available so we decided to cover tho
sector closest to the granite face - the "Gagak sector". For the
radon and radon daughter determinations we war« further limited by
the locations of the power points underground - only three were
available.

3. Portable Monitor Readings and Soil Sample Collection

For comparison with data obtained in various surface mines
we obtained portable Monitor readings and collected soil samples at
several points Ia the gagak sector (ref. Table I and Fig. 1).

4- Collection of Radon and Radon Daughters

Only sites (2), (5) and (6) [re«. Fig. l] had electrical
power points to operate the air sampler and Alpha scintillation counter.
Radon and Radon Daughters (RD) collection was done, only at sites (2)
and (6) because of; (a) the count rates, with the filter paper
containing the RC, wan about the SMBM a« background at both sites J2)
and (6) leading us to believe that eithar there were no RD present or
that the high humudity (1OO% R.H.) was affecting the readings and (b)
shortage of time.

5. Determination of Radon Concentration

Equipment uned:- (1) Cylindrical chamber made of metal
except for one face which was of plastic, the volume, V/ of the
chamber was determined to be O.95 A (95 oc.). (2) "Eberlirae"
Regulated Air sampler. (3) Alpha Scintillation Probe ASP-2A (818).
(4) Pc&lpr-Timer,

The air-sampler was used to run filtered air through the
chamber for about a minute after which the chamber outlet was closed
and the chamber allowed to fill until the plastic wall bulged slightly.
Three chambers were filled at each site. Just before counting, the
pressure in the chamber was brought to atmospheric pressure/opening
one of valves slightly below the surface of -*—'•*** of water&t

.../2



TABLE I

I
i Position/
'sample No.

ir M. .. __ _.„

I 1

2
I

! 3

i

! 4

: 5

; 6
i
r

PCMS Contamination Meter

with plastic
cover

over probe (ct/e)

1

C. 5

1.0

1.5

1.2

without plastic
cover

over probe (ct/»}

1

0.5

2.0

2.0

l.i.

(malfunction)

ß-Y Dosarat« Meter

dose
(a IUd)

0.5

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.9 .

1.0

doserate
(B Rad/h)

O

O

O

O

• o

O

PDHl Doserate
Meter
ViR/h

15

22

25

22

12

22

!

Nores

Background

Pump site (loth
level)

Mid tunnel

I
End tunnel

Drive N. E. .
(Gagak 3 extit
load)

Shaft winder
site (9*level)
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5.1 Background Counts

These were determined using air, fron the hot«I room in
Kuantan, to fill the chastoer. Th* following are th* counts obtained
for 5 minute intervals;-

21, 14, 18, 23, 16, 15.

.". Count ratit (background)

5.2 Count Rat« with Radon

3.57 counts/lain.

At «ach «it«, th« UM, at which th« Radon was collected,
was noted. The tine at which the oouat-rat« was determined was also
noted. For maxinum efficiency th« difference should be about 3 hours
between these two times.

TABLE II

I '

Sample No.

6.1

6.2

6.3

2.1

2.2

— — —
Collection

Time

1O.33 a.m.
1O.33 a.m.
1O.33 a. B.
11.51 a.«;
11.52 a.m..

Start
Tim«

1.59 p»«.
2.12 p.a.
3.14 p.a.
2.Sl p.».
3.03 p.m.

Stop
Tine

2.O9 p.n.
2.22 p.a.
3.24 p.m.
3.Ol p.a.
3.13 p.».

2 3 Ul 54 a » I 12-°° n<3pn I 12'10 »•"•2 3 ,11.5« a.m. \ ^ 17/2/79 Sat. 17/f/T»

Delay
Time

(rnins)

211

225

287

185

19«

2891

Mo. of
Counts

14

14

13

8

6

16

Count
Rate

(per min)

1.4

1.4

1.3

0.8

0.6

"

TJpMB Count
Rate, K

,
I

Lower Discriminator Setting « 0.5 Vi Voltage Supply « 8.4 kV. The date« for
all maasurenents is Thursday 15 February, 1979 unless otherwise indicated.

Th« count-rate in each ease was so low that using the
recommended 10 minutes counting time leads to high statistical error
in the oount-rates measured (about 2S% to 5O% error) . More
importantly, the count-rat* was consistently less than half the back-
ground count-rate! Xt therefore beoa«e neaninglasa to obtain the
true count-rate K, by subtracting off the background, for substitution
into the equation for radon concentration vie.

Rn
.....

2.2KV

-1

wher« C • radon concentration in pCi/t

• oounts/ain.
•« radon decay oounta • O.OOO1818 mln"
•> delay tlJse (from» sampling to oounting) in uina.
• chanber counting efficiency with radon and radon daughter

at equilibrium
• chamber volume in litre« • 95 cc.
• 1 if T > 3 hours

.../3
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We suspected that the reason for count-rates less than the background
was the very high humidity at the collection points (- 1OO% relative
humidity). The water vapour content of th« gas in the radon chamber
was probably preventing some alpha particles from reaching the
acintillator. To test this hypothesis, the effect of humidity on the
counts-rate was tested as described below (see section on "Effect of
HunidULty).

Determination of the Concentrations of Radon Daughter Products

Equipment useds (1) Alpha Scintillation Counter Model
8AC-4 by "sierline". (2) "EborUne" Regulated Air Sampler.

Air was drawn through the filter using the Air Sampler at a
rate of IO £/min., for 5 minutes. The filter paper was then inserted
into the Scintillation Counter and the counts recorded at various
intervals as shown in Table III. Our original intention was to use
both the modified Tsivoglou and the modified Kusnetz methods. However,
as can be seen from Table III, the count-rat« was in general slightly
below the background rate, which was determined at the same location
without inserting the filter paper. Xt therefore became meaningless
to proceed with either method. We suspected that the high humidity
was affecting the results and this was tested as described in Section 7.

TABIf XII

Position

2

6

Background

61 , 47

36

»ncitfttet
Data for Tsivolou Method

A

*2

13

IS

1S

33

•31

•«•

39

38

*20

141

134

xai

152

142

*30

218

198

Data for 0>«<
Kusnetx Method

X39

282

253

J41

296

273

Motet (1) The position numbers refer to th« numbers in Fig. 1.
(2) In refers to the number of counts registered on the counter

n minutes from the time of insertion of the filter paper
into the counter.

(3) The background counts wer« determined separately (see text).

7. The Effect of Humidity

No references had been made to th« affect of humidity on
the determination of Radon and Radon Daughter concentration, in the
literature surveyed. However, our results obtained above do seem to
indicate some effect. We checked this in th« laboratory by first
determining the respective count-rates by pumping th« ambient air and
secondly with a wet sponge held at th« inlet of the air sampler.

.../4
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7.1 Effect on Radon Determination

Number of count« using ambient air - 569 OuOO sees)
Number of count« using moist air » 228 (30OO sees)

7.2 Effect on Radon Daughter Determination

Number of count« using ambient air - 109 (IO mins)
Number of count« using moist air - 1O3 (Io mins)

It can be seen that the effect of humidity is much greater
on the Radon determination. Thi» implies that not much of the
moisture is trapped by the filter paper.

8, Conclusion

From Section 7 we note that the count-rate for Radon daughter
determination is not much affected by humidity. Thus the fact that the
count-rates obtained in Section 6 are very close to the background rate
indicates that, within the limits of detection, no Radon daughters were
present at the two site« sampled.

Since the result« of Section 7 indicate that the Radon deter-
mination is strongly affected by humidity, we have to*careful in
drawing conclusion fron the results in Section (S.2). However, since
the count-rates obtained are about three times less than the background,
we may safely conclude that no significant amount« of Radon were
present at the two site« sampled.

For any further work it is recommended that some devices' for
drying the air be attached at the intake of the air sampler.

SSb/nnm
1.3.197?-


